
Many Much

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

He was the most universal genius, being an excellent physician, a man of
deep learning, and a man of _______ humour.
1.

My maternal grandmother also passed _______ time with us.2.

Many men through _______ years, each working in his own country.3.

Might we not speak of it as a lover who finds on his mistress' lips as
_______ love as he gives?
4.

Nothing papa could have brought them would have given them so _______
happiness.
5.

You may not make very _______ progress, but even a good beginning is
not to be despised.
6.

Our forces were stationed on the railroad at _______ places.7.

And I feel as if I were a sort of partner in this business, so if you don't make
as _______ money as I think you ought to, why, you'll hear from me.
8.

The old gentleman opposite did not pay _______ attention, I think, to this
hypothesis of mine.
9.

I lived there, in fact, for _______ years.10.

That name, pronounced by her, fell on him like a mass of lead; he never
would have believed that there could be so _______ weight in a human word.
11.

The clouded sky lent neither side _______ assistance.12.

They believe that very _______ structures have been created for beauty
in the eyes of man, or for mere variety.
13.

The porter took the note and read it with _______ anxiety.14.

In this manner _______ weeks passed by.15.
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I haven't _______ faith in your Rhodesia.16.

As it was, I found _______ difficulties.17.

Their advance was rapid; and made with as _______ confidence as a
traveller would proceed along a wide highway.
18.

It fitted, but it took strength to turn it, so _______ strength that the key was
twisted and bent by the effort.
19.

I never heard so _______ hard names in all my life.20.
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